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Drivers’ misjudgment is a significant issue for the curve safety. It is considered as a more influential factor than other traffic
environmental conditions for inducing risk. The research suggested that the cognition theory could explain the process of drivers’
behavior at curves. In this simulator experiment, a principle cognitionmodel was built to examine the rationality of this explanation.
The core of this pilot study was using one of the driving decision strategies for braking at curves to verify the accuracy of the
cognition model fundamentally. Therefore, the experiment designed three treatments of information providing modes. The result
of the experiment presented that the warning information about curves in advance canmove the position of first braking away from
curves.This phenomenon is consistent with themodel’s inference.Thus, the conclusion of this study indicates that the process of the
drivers’ behavior at curves can be explained by the cognition theory and represented by cognition model. In addition, the model’s
characteristics and working parameters can be acquired by doing other research. Then based on the model it can afford the advice
for giving the appropriate warning information that may avoid the driver’s mistake.

1. Introduction

The safety at curves is an important issue for drivers as well
as traffic engineers. Many investigations and researches had
reported that a huge number of crashes or accidents happen at
curves every year [1, 2]. The causation of this phenomenon is
that while the vehicle passing through a curve, the additional
centripetal force will exert on the car. That force will induce
a difficult driving task required the driver to complete [3],
then driversmay easilymake amistake and cause an accident.
To handle this problem, many traffic facilities, in-vehicle
systems, and standards had been invented (or specified)
to improve driving environment and curve safety [4, 5].
Although these measures made curve driving safer, there are
still a lot of crashes or accidents caused by drivers. Thus,
many researchers have shifted their focus on studying the
process of drivers’ behavior at curves [6]. Moreover, based on
the results/findings of those studies, engineers may improve
or modify the measures to promote the curve safety. The

characteristics of curve safety and driving models are two
main basic elements of the researches.

Curve safety research takes a large portion of traffic
studies. According to researches, a higher vehicle speed may
largely increase the probability of crashes, but the direct
reason which lead to accidents is always the drivers’ incorrect
operation [7, 8]. While a vehicle is passing through curves,
it requires more attention resources to collect information,
more mental sources to make decisions, andmore operations
to perform as quickly and preciously as possible for drivers.
High vehicle speed decreased the required time of the whole
working process for drivers, which means drivers have to
finish the processmore quickly. As a result, the error tolerance
decreased, and the accident possibility was increased. Comte
and Jamso’s study also showed that a large proportion of
curve accidents were caused by a driver traveling too fast
through a curve and then losing control of the vehicle or being
forced into a skid and cannot perform the right operation
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[9]. In addition, it was a consensus that increasing degrees of
curvature caused more accidents [10]. Another study found
that the driver’s correct expectation to an encountered curve
could make driving safer [11].

In all, the key point to improve curve safety was to let
the drivers know the information of coming curves well,
then they can be attentive to perceive traffic information
accurately,make appropriate decisions easily, and be prepared
for more driving operations. Specifying the driver’s working
process clearly was the precondition for providing the appro-
priate information to drivers.

According to the cognition theory, driving performance
is consisted by 3 phases: information perception, driving
decision, and operation execution [12]. In addition, both
phases of driving decision and operation execution partly rely
on the information coming from the phase of information
perception.Therefore, the information perception is the basis
for the cognition. In this phase, the driver transforms the
picture of real world into information that will be used
in the other two phases. The more exact the transformed
information was, the easier the driver can make appropriate
decisions and correct operations.

Although the driver has five key perception systems, the
visual system takes a considerable percentage in driving task
[13]. Based on the visual system the driver would rebuild
a driving scenario in their brain. The scenarios may reflect
the past, current, and future driving situations. According
to all the three scenarios drivers can decide their driving
strategy. Thus, acquiring exact and valid information is the
most important guarantee for curve driving safety. However,
factors like environment, driver ability, or distraction may
cause the acquisition of inexact and invalid information.
As studies shown, most collisions were due to drivers’
misperception of frontal curves [14] or failing to obey traffic
signs [15]. Also, there is a consentaneous finding: while a
driver is in the attention status or has received a warning
[16], the probability of an accident is prominently reduced. In
addition, Roca Javier et al.’s. research states that if one wants
to finish a driving task well, he must properly perceive traffic
objects (e.g., road signs), maintain an appropriate state of
alertness to make decisions, and perform the operation at the
right time [17].

In summary, the objective of this paper is using the
cognition theory to build a principium model to describe
curve driving. This model is driven by information, and
different information should induce different operation. To
verify the accuracy of the cognition model and related
assumption, we compared the driving operations with three
different information origins. The result indicates that the
curve driving behavior can be well explained by cognition
model.

2. Cognition Model

Building a cognition model for the curve driving was the
primary task in this study. However, the goal of this model
was neither to simulate the driver’s behavior accurately nor to
rebuild the whole working process of the human brain. This

studymainly focuses on representing an equivalentmodel for
curve driving.

2.1. Cognition Theory. Cognition theory derived into two
basic subjects: psychology and neurology. The former one
focuses on studying the subjective human (just like how
human think, why they have self-awareness), and provide
a lot of basic theoretical and rich practical materials for
cognition; the latter one is the study of objective human
existence; through experiments it verifies a large number of
assumptions for cognitive principles.Therefore, the cognition
studymay involve in both the subjective and objective aspects
of human, which can give a comprehensive principle frame
for explaining human behaviors.

At present, cognition theory has already been applied in
several fields of study, and in the case of different studying
priorities, the researchers had given the definition respec-
tively from different academic areas. The followings are three
representative definitions:

(1) cognitive architectures are designed to simulate hu-
man intelligence in a human-like way [18];

(2) a scientific hypothesis about those aspects of human
cognition those are relatively constant over time and
relatively independent of task [19];

(3) cognition is a term referring to the mental processes
involved in gaining knowledge and comprehension,
including thinking, judging, remembering, and prob-
lem solving [20].

Based on these definitions, this paper argues that the core
of cognition theory is “studying how human respond to
the objective/subjective things and the correlative characters,
rules and principles”. In addition, the final goal of cognitive
studying is to build an equivalent model to represent how
human respond to the objective/subjective things. Further-
more, the two contents of cognition model are cognition
architecture and cognition process, as the following specifi-
cation.

Cognition architecture can be defined as a set of func-
tional modules, which are integrated in a specific order.
The research about cognition architecture includes the mod-
ules’ characters and their relationship. Generally, the mod-
ules include attention, memory, problem solving, decision-
making, learning, and so on.

Cognition process refers to a temporal logical sequence
to accomplish a cognitive task, which is based on specific
cognition architecture. Some people claim that knowledge
is the foundation of the cognition process [21], while others
believe that the cognitive process is driven by events [22].
This paper assumes that information is the fundamental
element in cognition process. Because every subjective and
objective thing had uniform and inherent property, that is,
information. In other words, everything is either a subjective
or an objective representation of information. For example,
the real curve warning sign on the roadway can be seen as
objective representation of information of “there is a curve
ahead”; yet when a driver knows the meaning of the traffic
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sign it converts to subjective reproduction in the driver’s
mind.

For this assumption, we can unify all kinds of things
in the cognition model under a uniform measurement and
consider various factors effectively. Before analyzing the
factors affecting driving behavior, it can convert traffic sign,
road condition, driving knowledge, or other things all into
the information, which may help studying.

For this assumption, we can unify all kinds of things
in the cognition model under a uniform measurement and
consider various factors effectively. Before analyzing the
factors affecting driving behavior, it can convert traffic sign,
road condition, driving knowledge, or other things all into
the information.

2.2. Model for Curve Driving. According to cognition theory,
the cognition architecture of this model is composed by
five kinds of general modules, involving perception module,
transmission module, memory module, process module, and
motionmodule. Each kind of modules has its own characters
and function in different cognition models. The modules in
this study can be described as follows.

(i) Perception module: obtain traffic information from
the external environment.There are five kinds of per-
ceptions for human: visual, aural, tactual, olfactory,
and gustatory. This study only makes use of visual
perception for testing cognition model.

(ii) Process module: convert the input information to
output information. The conversion can described as
productions or functions. The core process in this
study is driving decisionmodule. It can convert traffic
information to the operation command information
basing on the driving strategy. The driving strategy
will be specified in Section 2.3.

(iii) Memory module: this module can be classified into
two categories, short-term memory and long-term
memory. The short-term memory was employed to
store information which the process module’s need,
and the long-term memory was employed to store
different kind knowledge library. This study involves
both two kinds of memory modules. Short-term
memory includes image buffer, knowledge buffer
and constrain buffer, and long-term memory is the
knowledge library, seen Figure 1.

(iv) Motion module: perform the command information
coming from driving decision module.

(v) Transmission module: transmit information between
different modules.

Based on modules mentioned above the cognition architec-
ture can be represented as Figure 1.

Figure 1 has four kinds of information channels, and the
channels are tagged by different arrows and box styles as the
legend shown. The white boxes are the start or the end of the
channels and each channel has its own function as described
below.

(i) The perception channel is used to collect information
from traffic environment. The information of traffic
environment is regarded as an image. Through the
visual module and transmit module, it is stored
in the image buffer as other analog signals. The
visual encoder module converts those analog signals
to abstract traffic information through the transmit
module, and it will be used in the decision module.
(The working process of other perception channels
functions in the same way, this study will not focus
on them.)

(ii) The motion channel is used to generate driving oper-
ation. When a driver makes a decision, it sends the
command information to motor modules to perform
through this channel.

(iii) The learning channel through the learning system
transmits information from message buffers into the
knowledge library.

(iv) The memory channel is used to convert the informa-
tion from knowledge library to short-termmemories.
In this study, the goal analysis module selects the
related knowledge according to themain driving goal,
then puts them into constraint buffer and knowledge
buffer for the process modules.

Although this architecture is simpler than the real driver’s
working process, it is still too complex for this pilot experi-
ment to test all parts. It needs a further predigest by giving
some constraint. The simplified model is shown in Figure 2.

In this model, the driving decision module has two
information sources: one is visual perception; the other is
knowledge library. The driving decision module makes a
decision in accordance with information from these two
sources. Then the motor system should output operation
according to the decision. The different information input
from two sources can eventually lead to different driving
operations. Compared with Figure 1, the module in Figure 2
reduces the other perception channels, encoder module,
constraint buffer, and transmit modules. Provided that all
modules aremaintained at a constant level, the output change
is only caused by the two information sources. Therefore, we
can simplify Figure 1 to Figure 2.

Based on the architecture, the cognition process is shown
in Figure 3. The process starts from the image of traffic
environment (seen as input) and ends with driving behavior
(seen as output). Through the three phases: information
acquiring, decision making, and driving operation, the three
processes are executed parallel while the information is serial.
Itmeans at a particularmoment, the decision-making process
is caused by the previous visual perception.

2.3. Model Analysis. Based on the cognition theory, this
study argued three assumptions about the cognition model
and designed three information providing treatments. Under
these conditions, the study makes the inference about the
model to verify the rationality with the simulator experiment.

Assumption One: the strategy of driving decision module
is that once the information “there is a curve ahead” is
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confirmed and vehicle speed is higher than the limitation of
passing curve, then the braking operation will be taken.

Assumption Two: the acquired information has a confi-
dence value. If the sum of the confidence values with the
same information is over a limen, this information can be
confirmed as true.

AssumptionThree: information acquired from visual per-
ception channel can be partly stored in the knowledge library
via learning system. The stored content may be enhanced by
repeating.

Treatment A: the curve information without advanced
warning information provided via visual perception channel.

Treatment B: the curve information with advanced warn-
ing information provided via visual perception channel.

Treatment C: the curve information provided via visual
perception channel, and the advanced warning information
provided via memory channel from the knowledge library.

Inference: in the treatment A, the decision module takes
more time than other two treatments to confirm the curve
information, then the model will brake at last. Since the
decision module lacks the warning information, it has the
lowest confidential value about the curve information. Fur-
thermore, the higher confidence valuemay appear to confirm
the information and do earlier braking operation.

3. Methods

3.1. Participants. All drivers are at the same level for this
study. 18 male participants, having had their license for at
least 2 years (average = 4.13, SD = 1.2), aged 22–32 (average
= 27.8, SD = 2.24), were recruited from the public. None of
the subjects had color vision deficiencies. All of them possess
normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

3.2. Apparatus. It is an appropriate choice to use the simu-
lation experiment in this study mainly for three reasons: (1)
keeping all trials under the same conditions; (2) making the
experiment repeatable; (3) protecting participants from risk.
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Figure 4: The AutoSim simulator system.

The whole experiment made use of the AutoSim simulator
system (see Figure 4) at the laboratory of the Transportation
Research Center at Beijing University of Technology.

The hardware is consisted by a vehicle, eight-networked
computers (one is the master computer, one communicates
with the vehicle system, and the other six are used to compute
six different real-time views), a motion control device, and
other equipment (such as video and audio devices). Beside,
three main softwares used in the simulator experiment:
Evariste (used to create experimental scenarios), Simword
(for controlling the scenarios), and Scancer (for collecting
data and generating car motion). The simulator can record
data during the experiment including the action of the
accelerator/brake pedal, the steering wheel, vehicle speed,
and so forth. The frequency of recording is 30Hz.

3.3. Experimental Design and Procedures. In order to test
the rational of cognition model, the simulator experiment
must keep the same constraints with the model declared.
The simulator environment can avoid interference or other
uncertainties in the actual environment.

First, considering that there is more than one strategy
for drivers making choices in driving, the most important
constraint to be controlled is to make sure that drivers take
the driving strategy, as Assumption one mentioned, when
they encounterwith the curve. If some other factors did not fit
the condition of this strategy, the drivers may not follow that
strategy. To access to this goal, the scenarios of this simulator
experiment are designed as a single lane of rural roadwaywith
no traffic flow. Considering that the vehicle needs to reach
a higher speed than the limitation before entering into the
curve, we designed an 800m straight lane ahead of each curve
for drivers’ accelerating.

Second, the drivers’ ability and driving state should also
be under control. According to Figure 1, there are many
kinds of factors affecting the driving operation. So when
recruiting the participants, all the following characters are
considered (age, gender, education, and driving frequency)
to avoid these kinds of discomfort. Additionally the operator
will give participants an instruction to ensure the driving task
for experiment before driving.
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Figure 5: Five position of the traffic sign before the curves.

Third, corresponding to three the information providing
treatments for the cognition model, 18 participants were
divided into three groups randomly in this experiment. In
group A, participants drove through curves without traffic
sign providing warning information. In group B, participants
drove through curves with traffic sign providing warning
information. In group C participants drove through curves
without traffic sign, but were provided with warning infor-
mation via the map of scenario before driving. We designed
two scenarios (shown in Figure 5), and the difference between
them is whether there is a traffic sign before curves. Each
scenario has two curves of which the radii are 30m and 50m,
with a length of 47.1m and 78.5m, respectively. The position
of traffic sign is 200m away from the curve.

Finally the procedure of this experiment is stated as
follow.

(i) Filling in basic information to acquire the characters
information and driving state about drivers.

(ii) Participants have had a driving test to avoid drivers’
making mistake because they are unfamiliar with the
simulator.

(iii) When the drivers finished the driving test, the opera-
tor read the guidance to the driver and gave him the
map (in group C).

(iv) After that, the drivers started the formal experiment,
and each participant should drive repeatedly for five
times, and there would be a rest for 2-3 minutes
between the laps.

4. Result

According to the cognition model, the position of braking
start is related with the time when the information “there is a
curve ahead” is confirmed. The data of two kinds of braking
operations (the first position to release the accelerator pedal,
FPRA; the first position to press the brake pedal, FPPB) are
used to verify the inference mentioned above.
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Table 1: The result of braking data of two curves.

FPRA-R30 FPPB-R30 FPRA-R50 FPPB-R50
Lap 1 Average SD Average SD Average SD Average SD
Group-A 104.78 32.19 86.51 34.64 103.89 51.31 72.40 34.26
Group-C 192.10 108.60 117.18 66.95 184.97 57.61 145.36 58.49
Group-B 197.44 28.25 158.94 42.51 185.28 60.17 169.11 87.31
Lap 2–5 Average SD Average SD Average SD Average SD
Group-A 160.07 58.76 123.49 37.17 188.41 67.10 151.09 69.78
Group-C 201.22 66.27 164.16 46.36 199.28 47.23 166.32 45.24
Group-B 218.80 49.86 188.48 39.44 253.48 72.88 216.59 69.73

Table 2: The confidence value of different conditions.

Curve Traffic
sign Memory Total

Group A,
lap 1 A1 0 0 A1

Group B,
lap 1 A1 B1 0 A1 + B1

Group C,
lap 1 A1 0 C1 A1 + C1

Group A,
lap 2–5 A1 0 C2 A1 + C2

Group B,
lap 2–5 A1 B1 C2 A1 + B1 + C2

Group C,
lap 2–5 A1 0 C1 + C2 A1 + C1 + C2

Notice: A1 is a variable. Others are constant. All of them are positive.

First, according to the data in Table 1, following results
can be reached.

(1) The data of group A in lap 1 have the lowest value.
(2) In laps 2–5, all the four average data (FPRA-R30,

FPPB-R30, FPRA-R50, and FPPB-R50) of group A
have the lowest value.

(3) The data of group B in laps 2–5 have larger value than
data in lap 1.

(4) The data of group C in laps 2–5 have larger value than
data in lap 1.

(5) The data of group B have larger value than data of
group C in lap 1.

(6) The data of group B have larger value than data of
group C in laps 2–5.

The results may be explained by the cognition theory
and fitness of the model. Seen in Table 2, the confidence
values of the information “there is a curve ahead” come
from different information channels. Besides, the total value
of each group has been defined. A1 is the value of drivers
acquiring information from visual channel, which is variable,
increased by the vehicle travelling near to the curve. B1 is the
value of drivers acquiring warning information from traffic
sign. C1 is the value of drivers acquiring warning information
from drivers’ memory acquired from the map of scenario.

C2 is the value of drivers acquiring warning information
from drivers’ memory acquired by learning system through
repeated driving.

According to the basic inequalities, we can safely draw a
conclusion as below:

(1) A1 < A1 + B1,A1 + C1,A1 + C2,A1 + B1 + C2,A1 +
C1 + C2

(2) A1 + C2 < A1 + B1 + C2,A1 + C1 + C2
(3) A1 + C1 < A1 + C1 + C2
(4) A1 + B1 < A1 + B1 + C2

Those inequalities and the cognition assumption can
perfectly explain the results of Table 1. As the assumption
argued, the braking operation is the result of confirmation of
the information “there is a curve ahead”. And to confirm this
information the total confidence value must be over limens.
Because A1 is a variable increasing with driving time. If a
positive value is added, the total value can reach the limens
earlier, namely, the position of the drivers beginning braking
will be away from the curve. Apparently, the inequalities
above explained the result (1) to (4), respectively. Indirectly,
the result (5) may infer the inequality “B1 > C1”, which can be
verified by result (6).

5. Conclusion

The information is regarded as the bridge between the cog-
nition model and drivers, because both of sides are working
based on the information. Studying the information process
and transmit channel can obtain howdrivers generate driving
operation and build a cognition model to represent driving
performance. So the information about curve can be seen as
the most crucial factor for driving operation. Based on the
cognition model and the results of the simulator experiment,
this study will draw the following conclusion.

(1) Both the results of the simulation experiment and the
cognition model inference about braking operation
show a consistent consequence.Thus, it demonstrates
that this cognition model is rational to represent
the driving performance at curves. Furthermore, the
process of the driver’s managing information may be
explained by the cognition theory and the characters
or working parameters may be acquired by these
kinds of simulator experiment.
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Table 3: The results of ANOVA analysis.

ANOVA FPRA-R30 FPPB-R30 FPRA-R50 FPPB-R50
Lap 1 𝐹(1, 10) 𝑃 value 𝐹(1, 10) 𝑃 value 𝐹(1, 10) 𝑃 value 𝐹(1, 10) 𝑃 value

1# Group A & B 28.09 0.00∗∗ 10.5 0.01∗∗ 6.33 0.03∗∗ 6.38 0.03∗∗

2 Group A & C 3.57 0.09∗ 0.99 0.34 6.63 0.03∗∗ 6.95 0.03∗∗

3 Group B & C 0.01 0.91 1.66 0.23 0.17 0.69 0.31 0.59
Lap 2–5 𝐹(1, 46) 𝑃 value 𝐹(1, 46) 𝑃 value 𝐹(1, 46) 𝑃 value 𝐹(1, 46) 𝑃 value

4# Group A & B 13.94 0.00∗∗ 34.51 0.00∗∗ 10.356 0.00∗∗ 10.58 0.00∗∗

5 Group A & C 5.18 0.03∗∗ 11.24 0.00∗∗ 0.42 0.52 0.81 0.37
6 Group B & C 1.08 0.31 3.83 0.06∗ 9.35 0.00∗∗ 8.78 0.01∗∗

Lap 1, Lap 2–5 𝐹(1, 28) 𝑃 value 𝐹(1, 28) 𝑃 value 𝐹(1, 28) 𝑃 value 𝐹(1, 28) 𝑃 value
7# A:1 & A:2–5 4.86 0.04∗∗ 4.86 0.04∗∗ 8.23 0.01∗∗ 7.06 0.01∗∗

8 B:1 & B:2–5 1.00 0.33 2.62 0.12 6.51 0.02∗ 2.02 0.17
9 C:1 & C:2–5 0.07 0.79 4.13 0.05∗∗ 0.41 0.53 0.92 0.35
10# A:1 & B:2–5 28.03 0.00∗∗ 33.45 0.00∗∗ 22.23 0.00∗∗ 7.06 0.01∗∗

11# A:1 & C:2–5 11.77 0.00∗∗ 14.62 0.00∗∗ 18.97 0.00∗∗ 22.40 0.00∗∗
∗∗

means 𝑃 value ≤ 0.05; ∗0.05 < 𝑃 value ≤ 0.1.

Table 4: The speed of two curves.

Group A Group B Group C
R30 R50 R30 R50 R30 R50

Lap 1 11.06 13.03 9.21 11.08 10.97 11.83
Lap 2–5 9.66 11.39 10.20 12.37 10.05 11.85

(2) The advance warning information can affect the driv-
ing decision and make curve driving safer by increas-
ing the confidence value of the curve information.
Known the exact process of driving performance, we
can modify the driving behavior by changing the
information the driver acquired.

(3) There is more than one information channel. Drivers
can acquire information via different channels instan-
taneously. The different information channels may
have their own confidence value, and that confi-
dence value may not be constant. Additionally, the
information for the perception channel can be stored
in knowledge library, or the confidence value of
information may be changed by learning system.

6. Discussion

Although this pilot study has verified the cognition model in
modeling driving performance and explained the informa-
tion process of drivers, it still has a limitation in clarifying all
details of the cognition model and the results of simulation
experiment. In this simulation experiment, the impact of
driver’s ability had been considered and controlled in many
ways. However, the personal distinction of different drivers
cannot be totally controlled, and the number of the sample
size still remains small. Those are the chief causes for
deviation and inconsistent result of the ANOVA analysis,
seen in Table 3.

We can see that the rows of all the 4 group of data, which
have significant differences are 1, 4, 7, 10, and 11 with a marker
of “#”, the 𝑃 value of which is ≤ 0.05, and the difference of
the confidence between those pairs is large enough. Others
do not show a consistent result. The inconsistent may be
caused by two kinds of variation coming from drivers. One
is that all participants do not have the same ability; however,
the analysis assumes that other modules are same during
the simplification. The other is that a driver cannot keep the
same state in the whole experiment; he/she may take some
unpredicted mistakes. Besides, the different curvatures may
affect the confidence value of the curve information.

Table 4 shows the entry speed of the curve. Both the two
curves have the same result. In lap 1, group A may have the
highest entry speed and group B has the lowest entry speed.
However, in lap 2–5 the result is contrary. The reason may be
the impact from not only the decision module but also the
learning system. The analysis of this study only focuses on
the braking operation by the decisionmodule at a point time.
The entry speed is the result of a sequence of operation about
brake and accelerator pedals.Therefore, this involved a series
of decisions based on the information. Moreover, it needs
further study about other modules of the cognition models
and more simulation experiments to acquire the modules
working parameters.
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